
Section Translation: 
Entry points



Section Translation



Section 
Translation

Expand articles by 
translating a new section, 
on mobile and desktop



Section Translation expands the 
capabilities of Content Translation



More context at 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cros

s-wiki_content_propagation_concept.pdf 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cross-wiki_content_propagation_concept.pdf
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cross-wiki_content_propagation_concept.pdf


Section Translation 
workflow in 7 steps

Try an interactive prototype

https://pauginer.github.io/prototypes/translation/sections/dash-mob/id/


1. 
Select a 
section to 
translate



2. 
Check the 
contents



3. 
Learn the 
basics
(only once)



4. 
Translate 
each 
sentence…



5. 
Edit the 
initial 
translation



6. 
Preview 
the result



7. 
Go for 
another 
section!



Entry Points



Entry points respond to different 
needs for translation



We want to surface relevant 
opportunities to translate a 

new section



Goals

- Surface relevant gaps to 
fill by translating

- Awareness of possibility 
to translate a missing 
section

- Motivate potential 
translators (readers, 
editors, former ones)

- Don’t distract those not 
interested in translation



Entry points

- Specific translation

- Suggestions

- Short articles to expand

- Switching languages

- Searching & publishing

- Impact

- New activity



Start a specific 
translation



Users with a clear idea of 
what to translate, can start a 
new translation from the 
translation dashboard





Suggestions



Users looking for inspiration 
can look for suggestions from 
the translation dashboard





Short articles you can 
expand



On short articles, machine 
translation can help surface 
missing sections that users 
can read and translate from 
other languages.





Note what’s missing 
after switching 

languages



When switching languages, is 
a good time to surface the 
missing sections.





Surface opportunities 
when searching & 

publishing



Search for a missing topic can 
become an invite to translate 
it’s lead section. After 
publishing it, an invite for a 
new section follows.





…



Dashboard impact 
into invite



Statistics showing your 
impact can motivate to 
expand your contributions by 
translating a new section.







Notifications of new 
activity



Notifications about relevant 
activity can motivate to make 
your next translation.





User research will tell 
us which entry points 

are promising.



THANK YOU


